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Review

Introduction

For over 50 years, the mechanism of transcription by DNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RNAP) has been intensively inves-
tigated. Based on the accumulated knowledge, transcription is 
divided into three major stages, namely, initiation, chain elonga-
tion and chain termination. Initiation consists of RNAP binding 
to a specific promoter DNA and strand separation of the DNA that 
allows NTP binding to the template strand at the enzyme active 
site. Elongation is a repetitive but temporally discontinuous for-
mation of phosphodiester bonds. Termination describes the com-
plete dissociation of the RNA strand from the RNA-DNA hybrid 
retained in RNAP in response to specific signals.1 Different from 
initiation or termination, which occurs at specific DNA sites, elon-
gation involves a gene-scale DNA tracking system, accompanied 
by bond formation at every base pair. Hence, specific DNA con-
formations/flexibilities, DNA lesions, and DNA-binding proteins 
are of specific concern in the regulation of elongation.

One of the major mechanisms that regulates elongation in 
all kingdoms of life is sequence-dependent pausing.2,3 In bacte-
ria, pausing is important for the coupling of transcription with 
translation,4 and for providing opportunities for regulatory fac-
tors to bind the elongation complex.5,6 In eukaryotes, slow elon-
gation, achieved by pausing around an exon-intron junction, 
allows spliceosome assembly, which increases the efficiency of 
alternative splicing.7 One of the main consequences of pausing is 
backtracking of RNAP relative to the RNA-DNA hybrid, which 
extrudes the 3′ end of the RNA from the active center.8,9 A deep 
sequencing study detected backtracking in a large fraction of 
paused polymerases in the yeast genome relative to nucleosome 
positioning.10 Backtracking plays a role to retain polymerases in 
promoter-proximal regions in order to maintain association with 
σ70 in Escherichia coli11 or NELF in eukaryotes,12,13 as a way to 
control specific gene transcription. Backtracking is also a mecha-
nism to increase fidelity by providing a chance for proofreading.14 
Contrary to such positive roles for backtracking, an irreversibly 
and stably backtracked complex forms a roadblock to replication 
of genomic DNA,15 and is highly toxic to the cell.16-18 Bacterial 
GreA/B, archeal TFS, and eukaryotic TFIIS rescue irreversibly 
backtracked complexes by promoting endonucleolytic cleavage 
and removal of the extruded 3′ end of transcripts.19-22 Bacterial 
NusG increases the elongation rate by inhibiting backtrack-
ing,23,24 which, for example, is critical for uninterrupted and 
rapid elongation of rRNA.25 Archaea and eukaryotes have Spt5, 
the counterpart of NusG.26-28 Therefore, polymerase pausing and 
protein factors that suppress pausing, especially related to back-
tracking, are essential for a broad variety of transcriptional regu-
latory steps in all kingdoms of life. So far, polymerase elongation 
and pausing have been discussed as parts of a homogeneous 
model that considers DNA as a monotonous polymer similar to a 
protein filament. However, pausing is a consequence of a hetero-
geneous effect, namely polymerase recognition of specific DNA 
sequences during elongation. In this review, we summarize previ-
ously proposed models of elongation and add the concept of this 
sequence-specific heterogeneity into the models to explain paus-
ing. We also discuss the Brownian ratchet mechanism, which 
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Regulation of transcription elongation via pausing of RNA 
polymerase has multiple physiological roles. The pausing 
mechanism depends on the sequence heterogeneity of the 
DNA being transcribed, as well as on certain interactions of 
polymerase with specific DNA sequences. in order to describe 
the mechanism of regulation, we introduce the concept of het-
erogeneity into the previously proposed alternative models of 
elongation, power stroke and Brownian ratchet. we also dis-
cuss molecular origins and physiological significances of the 
heterogeneity.
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does not accurately depict polymerase elongation, as was origi-
nally pointed out by Shimamoto.29

Power stroke and Brownian ratchet mechanisms of elonga-
tion including pausing

The movement of the RNA-DNA hybrid across the surface 
of the catalytic cleft in the enzyme is essential for elongation 
and for the generation of an empty site at the active center, 
where NTP binds. This movement is a one base pair forward 
translocation of RNAP along the DNA under conditions that 
prevent backward translocation or backtracking. Alternative 
mechanisms for the forward translocation have been proposed: 
the power-stroke model and the Brownian ratchet model. Their 
core concepts were taken from studies on unidirectional move-
ment of motor proteins, such as myosin and kinesin, that are 
accompanied by ATP hydrolysis (reviewed in Refs30-34). In 

the power-stroke model, the con-
version of chemical energy into 
mechanical work by a motor pro-
tein is coupled in the same ele-
mentary step. Chemical energy is 
directly generated by ATP hydro-
lysis in the protein or indirectly 
via conformational changes due 
to the release of inorganic phos-
phate (Pi). In the case of tran-
scription elongation, the energy 
is supplied during the transfer of 
an NMP moiety from pyrophos-
phate (PPi) to the 3′ end of RNA. 
Hence, in the power-stroke model 
for elongation, the forward trans-
location is synchronized to either 
phosphodiester-bond formation 
or PPi release, with a transition 
state existing between the pre- and 
post-translocated states. Because 
the chemical energy is required 
for driving a forward transloca-
tion, the activation energy must 
be much higher than 0.5 k

B
T, the 

averaged value of thermal energy 
per degree of freedom, where k

B
 

is the Boltzmann constant and T 
is the absolute temperature. This 
condition is sometimes mistak-
enly neglected, but necessary for 
the description with rate equa-
tions. If this mechanism is the case 
for elongation by E. coli RNAP, 
the transition state involves PPi 
release, because it has been shown 
that a nucleotide addition precedes 
translocation and PPi release.35 
Below, we also discuss the case 
for pausing in the context of the 
power-stroke model.

In the Brownian ratchet model, there is no transition state 
with significant activation energy, and there are no energy barri-
ers larger than the order of k

B
T. Hence, the transition state theory 

and rate equations cannot be applied to describe translocation 
(see Ref29 for more fundamentals). The forward translocation is 
not synchronized to the chemical steps. A net forward bias in the 
translocation would be generated by a cognate NTP binding to 
the active site of the elongation complex, which prevents back-
ward translocation and simultaneously progresses the elongation 
to the next cycle by condensation of the NTP with the tran-
script.36,37 In an analysis for force-distance relationship of elon-
gation by E. coli RNAP, the effective distance over which force 
acts is a single base pair during elongation within a pause-free 
sequence, which is equal to the moving distance of polymerase 
to complete translocation.38 This was interpreted as the absence 

Figure 1. A model of sequence-specific pausing. (A) Pause-free elongation. RNA (orange), template DNA 
strand (gray), catalytic Mg2+ (magenta circle), and two RNAP domains (blue) involving 5′ RNA separation 
from the hybrid, i.e., Switch 3 (arrow head) and lid (triangle) domains are shown. The 3′ RNA-binding site 
(i) and the NTP binding site (i+1) are also indicated. (B) elongation at the pausing site. The two sequence 
elements involved in transcription pausing are shown: (1) 3′ ACGC 5′ sequence in the transcribed DNA 
strand (grey) corresponding to the junction between the RNA-DNA hybrid and the downstream dsDNA 
in the elongation complex (indicated by shaded box); this sequence increases mobility/flexibility of the 
RNA/DNA backbones, which promotes fraying of the 3’ RNA end. (2) G residue in the RNA at the upstream 
end of the hybrid contributes to immobilization of the hybrid in the catalytic cleft of RNAP by interacting 
with the Switch 3 domain in the post-translocated state, or by interacting with the lid domain in the pre-
translocated state.
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of the transition state between the pre- and post-translocated 
states, and consistent with Brownian ratchet translocation dur-
ing smooth elongation.

Interestingly, the forward translocation of RNAP is smooth 
or restricted, depending upon the sequence of the DNA being 
transcribed. We are calling this heterogeneous tracking. This 
is distinguished from the mechanism of homogenous tracking 
by the motor proteins.30-34 Therefore, RNAP pauses at specific 
sequences during elongation, as exemplified by a biochemical 
study using yeast RNAP II and a transcription factor TFIIS 
mutant. TFIIS is known to induce endonucleolytic transcript 
cleavage near the 3′ RNA end by interacting with the active cen-
ter of RNAP II.20-22 The study revealed that during RNAP II 
elongation, the cleavage-deficient TFIIS mutant carrying alanine 
substitutions in the catalytic loop, TFIISAA, specifically binds to 
the RNAP II that transiently pauses on timescales of 100 ms to 
1 s and promotes its backtracking.39 RNAP II encountered such 
sequences every 10–100 bps, where the forward translocation was 
restricted.39 This was interpreted as forward translocation being 
the slowest process in the single nucleotide addition and limits 
elongation in the position sensitive to TFIISAA. It is noteworthy 
that TFIISAA has dominant lethal effect on yeast cells, suggesting 
a physiological significance for control of the sequence-depen-
dent pausing.39,40

Until now, pausing and pause-free elongation have been 
described in terms of homogeneous tracking according to the two 
pawl-ratchet (Brownian ratchet) model.36 This model proposes 
two rapid Brownian fluctuations during elongation: (1) translo-
cation fluctuation of RNA-DNA hybrid and (2) conformational 
fluctuation of the RNAP active site including the bridge helix 
and the trigger loop, elements also involved in catalysis and sub-
strate binding.36 The fluctuations are supposed to occur much 
more frequently than formation of a phosphodiester bond during 
pause-free elongation. If the same rapid fluctuations are inde-
pendent of the transcribed sequence, they cannot be a source of 
sequence-specific pausing. In contrast to pause-free sequences, 
when RNAP encounters RNA-DNA hybrids of an unusual con-
formation or flexibility, the hybrid movement through the cata-
lytic cleft may be restrained, hindering forward translocation. 
At these pause sites, the movement of the hybrid may become 
synchronized to phosphodiester bond formation or PPi release, 
followed by a return to the movement uncoupled to the chemi-
cal step in pause-free sites. In other words, at pre-translocation 
pause sites, the energy released from PPi dissociation is utilized 
for the forward translocation representing a transient switch to a 
power-stroke translocation mechanism. The DNA sites coding 
for pauses may have two consecutive pyrimidine/purine duplets 
in the non-coding DNA strand, where the downstream pyrimi-
dine residue corresponds to the 3′ end of the RNA, and a purine 
residue corresponds to the RNA residue in the upstream end of 
the RNA-DNA hybrid in the elongation complex (Fig. 1). These 
sequences have been identified as pause sites in a number of bulk 
biochemical and single molecule transcription studies for E. coli 
RNAP and yeast/human RNAP II.39,41-43 Interestingly, recent 
NMR studies revealed that pyrimidine/purine steps within 
dsDNA increase mobility of the sugar-moiety of the pyrimidine 

nucleotide,44,45 suggesting that the pyrimidine/purine neighbor 
spanning the junction between the RNA-DNA hybrid and the 
downstream DNA increases mobility of the sugar-phosphate 
backbones, possibly via sugar pucker rearrangements.44 This 
unique property may promote melting or fraying of the 3′ RNA 
end in the hybrid from the template DNA strand and prevent 
forward translocation (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, in other studies, 
a frayed 3′ RNA end was shown to interfere with phosphoryl 
transfer and promote backtracking.46-48 The purine residue at 
the 5′ end of the RNA strand in the RNA-DNA hybrid may 
hinder forward translocation by a steric clash with the catalytic 
cleft while in the single-stranded form or stabilization in the 
double-stranded form (Fig. 1B). An X-ray crystal structure of the 
bacterial elongation complex suggested that an RNAP Switch-3 
domain that is involved in the RNA separation from the hybrid 
tightly interacts with the 5′ RNA end of the hybrid. Thus, bulky 
purines, contrary to pyrimidines, could interfere with the func-
tion of the Switch-3 domain.49 These sequence-specific effects 
may explain the pauses occurring every 10–100 bps, i.e., what we 
call heterogeneous tracking of RNAP during elongation.

In order to explain pausing caused by Brownian motion, one 
has to assume Brownian motion that is as slow as or slower than 
the process of single nucleotide addition. Such slow Brownian 
motion will be observed with very rare structural configurations 
of the elongation complex, which occur at low energy ~k

B
T. An 

example is a combination of the limited orientation and posi-
tion of DNA duplex, RNA-DNA hybrid, bridge helix and trigger 
loop. Pausing can be explained by the Brownian ratchet mecha-
nism only if these structural configurations and the process of 
phosphodiester-bond formation have comparable frequencies. A 
new optical method that directly measures changes in the protein 
and the hybrid motions coupled to water in a broad time domain 
is required for verifying the Brownian ratchet mechanism.

Endogenous and exogenous mechanisms for translocation 
control

During elongation, RNAP frequently encounters alterations 
of dsDNA, nascent RNA structure, DNA lesions, and misincor-
poration events at the 3′ end of the RNA.14,47,50,51 Polymerase also 
faces histones in nucleosomes and other DNA binding proteins 
in front of advancing polymerase.52,53  These different types of 
encounters can block forward translocation. Some of these blocks 
have been confirmed experimentally, whereas the others require 
further validation (Fig. 2).

Elongating RNAP maintains a 9–10-bp RNA-DNA hybrid in 
its catalytic cleft (Fig. 2A), which is essential for high transcrip-
tion processivity and maintenance of the correct DNA register. 
In bacterial RNAP, the hybrid is 9-bp and 10-bp long in the post-
translocated and pre-translocated ternary elongation complexes 
(TECs), respectively.49,54 An expansion of the hybrid beyond this 
length is limited by the lid and rudder, which are small domains 
of RNAP located at the 5′ end of the hybrid and by the bridge 
helix at the 3′ end.49,55,56 Shortening of the hybrid below 7 base 
pairs leads to termination.1 In the yeast RNAP II, the hybrid 
appears to be 1 bp shorter than in the bacterial RNAP.48,55,56 
However, this conclusion requires additional validation because 
all available structures of the yeast RNAP II were generated to 
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contain mismatched RNA/DNA of the hybrid upstream from 
the -8 position, which prevents backtracking and maintains 
structure.48,55,57,58 In TECs that have been crystallized, the hybrid 
always adopts a conformation that is intermediate between the A 
and B forms of a double helix.55 However, this observed uniform 

structure may be misleading because 
TEC crystallization typically involves a 
laborious selection to find base pair com-
position and length of the hybrid that is 
structurally stable and inhibits RNAP 
translocation in the crystal lattice. Thus, 
the X-ray results on the length and struc-
ture of the hybrid in TEC being strongly 
biased by the technical limits imposed.

The X-ray structures of TECs poised 
at different steps during translocation 
and catalysis revealed multiple orienta-
tions of the 3′ RNA end, the incoming 
cognate and non-cognate NTPs, and 
the template DNA residue (i+1) near the 
active center of the enzyme.54,58-61 Apart 
from local protein changes in the flex-
ible regions surrounding the RNA-DNA 
hybrid and the downstream dsDNA, 
which include the switches, fork loop, 
trigger loop, lid and rudder elements, the 
structure of RNAP showed minor varia-
tions in different translocation interme-
diates.49,57,58 One wall of the catalytic cleft 
is part of a mobile clamp domain from 
the N-terminal part of the largest sub-
unit of RNAP.62 Binding of the hybrid 
to the catalytic cleft induces closure of 
the clamp, leading to encirclement of the 
RNA-DNA hybrid and partial clamp-
ing of the downstream DNA duplex. 
An inner surface of the cleft facing the 
hybrid is composed of the switch and 
fork domains from the two largest RNAP 
subunits (Fig. 2A). Notably, the catalytic 
cleft contains small flexible loops form-
ing sequence specific contacts with the 
major grove of the hybrid and cavities 
that accommodate bulges and/or flipped 
out residues in the hybrid.49,55,56 Because 
of the helical structure of dsDNA, trans-
location includes the rotation of the 
RNA-DNA hybrid within the catalytic 
cleft (~12 degrees per 1-bp shift). During 
this process, all local protein contacts 
between the nascent RNA and DNA 
are rearranged until the enzyme reaches 
the post-translocated register. Below, 
we describe inhibitors that block hybrid 
movement and translocation.

Endogenous effects
Any local irregularity in the struc-

ture of the downstream DNA duplex or of the RNA-DNA 
hybrid (e. g., intrinsic bending or other non-canonical dou-
ble-helical forms of the double helix) will interfere with the 
hybrid rotation and passage during translocation through the 

Figure 2. Cis- and trans-acting factors affecting translocation. (A) Structure of RNA-DNA hybrid and 
dsDNA in TeC by T. thermophilus (Tth) RNAP. The structural targets for translocation regulators are 
indicated by arrows. (B) A schematic structure of TeC: RNAP (blue oval), upstream and downstream 
dsDNA (gray cylinders), RNA-DNA hybrid (brown cylinder), transcription bubble (black line) and the 
bridge helix (green) are shown; the active center in RNAP is represented by a circle with i and i+1 
subsites. The inset displays the pre-translocated configuration of the active center with DNA lesion in 
i site (yellow triangle) and the 3′ RNA residue in a frayed configuration in i+1 site. The left side shows 
cis-acting translocation inhibitors: bending, or other structural alteration of the hybrid, the front-end 
DNA duplex and hairpin in the nascent RNA interacting with RNAP (shown by curved arrow). The 
right side displays the trans-acting inhibitors: a drug molecule bound to bridge helix reducing its 
mobility/bending (red dot), protein factors bound to dsDNA, nascent RNA or RNAP, and the second 
RNAP molecule in a head-to-tail configuration (all in magenta).
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narrow catalytic cleft (Fig. 2B, 
left panel). Because the most 
extensive RNAP contacts with 
the hybrid are localized close to 
the active center, translocation 
is particularly sensitive to the 
chemistry and structure of the 
RNA-DNA base pairing at the 3′ 
end of the nascent RNA, as well 
as to DNA lesions in the template 
strand entering the active site. 
The 3′ residue RNA-binding 
site (i) and the NTP binding site 
(i+1) subdivide the active site, 
each having a different capacity 
to accommodate different base 
pairs as well as 3′ RNA-DNA 
mismatches and DNA lesions. 
For instance, RNAP appears to 
preferentially place pyrimidine 
and a mismatch at the 3′ RNA 
end (i site), and bulky DNA 
lesions at the i+1, which is less 
restrictive than the i site. This 
stabilizes the pre-translocated 
register. A lesion with photo-
activated cyclobutane pyrimi-
dine dimer (CPD) appears not to 
interfere with forward transloca-
tion before entering the i site.51 
This tolerance is explained by the 
recent finding that translocation 
occurs without loading of this 
lesion to i+1 site, with the CPD 
being maintained on top of the 
bridge helix in a f lipped-out con-
figuration.51 A strong transloca-
tion block occurs after the CPD 
enters the i and i-1 sites. In con-
trast, the i site appears to be more 
tolerant than the i+1 site for 
other types of DNA lesions such 
as 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG).63 
Thus, translocation register is 
dictated by the ability of differ-
ent parts of the catalytic cleft to 
accommodate DNA lesions and 
RNA-DNA base pairs of variable 
chemical structure. Finally, for-
mation of a secondary structure 
in the nascent transcript imme-
diately upstream from the RNA-
DNA hybrid also interferes with 
translocation by anchoring the RNA in single-strand RNA 
binding site on RNAP located beneath the f lap domain of β 

subunit.49,64 A direct interaction of the nascent 5′ RNA with 
the coil-coiled motif at the tip of the f lap may also restrict the 
hybrid movement during translocation (Fig. 2B).65

Figure 3. Translocation modulators target RNA-DNA hybrid and transcription bubble in bacterial TeC. Top 
panel: Nun protein of bacteriophage H022 interferes with translocation68 by stabilizing the -10 base pair of 
the hybrid and tethering RNAP to the hybrid. we proposed that the homologous N protein of bacteriophage 
λ stabilizes the -9 base pair of the hybrid and prevents the -10 base pair to favor translocation. E. coli NusG 
and its eukaryotic homolog Spt5 promote translocation by facilitating re-annealing of DNA immediately 
upstream from the 9-bp hybrid. B. subtilis NusG tethers RNAP to pre-translocated register by binding to the 
middle part of transcription bubble.70 σ70 subunit interferes with translocation by binding to the “-10-like” 
sequence at the upstream end of transcription bubble.96 Bottom panel: cis-acting RNA hairpin and Switch 3 
domain in β subunit promote translocation by preventing expansion of the hybrid to 10-bp length.79
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Exogenous effects
In Figure 2B, we classify several exogenous inhibitors to 

translocation: (1) protein roadblocks imposed downstream of 
RNAP, (2) protein tethers that bind to both the nucleic acids and 
RNAP, restraining translocation, (3) a leading RNAP that stalls 
during elongation to impose a roadblock to the trailing RNAP, 
and (4) small drug molecules that bind to the oscillating elements 
of RNAP, such as trigger loop, bridge helix, and forks.49,54,57,58 
The first class includes nucleosomes, DNA-bound proteins such 
as transcription repressors (LacI, GalR, etc.), and limited move-
ment imposed by adjacent RNAP molecules located in tandem 
transcribing the same DNA.66,67 A translocation block has been 
confirmed experimentally for RNAP II encountering nucleo-
somes53 and for RNAPs transcribing in tandem.67

Another class includes transcription elongation factor Nun 
encoded by H022 bacteriophage, which simultaneously binds 
RNAP, DNA and RNA-DNA hybrid at a significant distance 
from the RNAP active site to physically interfere with forward 
translocation (Vitiello et al., submitted). Nun has been shown to 
strongly arrest RNAP elongation in vivo and in vitro by stabiliz-
ing the enzyme in a pre-translocation register.68 Another similar 
example includes elongation factor NusG as found in Bacillus 
subtilis, which induces pausing of RNAP by interacting with the 
non-transcribed DNA strand in the transcription bubble as well 
as the upstream DNA duplex.69,70 Streptolidigin and tagetitoxin 
drugs, which act on bacterial RNAP, and α-amanitin, which 
acts on eukaryotic RNAP II, exemplify the third class of trans-
location inhibitors.57,71,72 These drugs bind to the bridge helix or 
the trigger loop (Fig. 2B) and reduce their mobility, which is 
required for translocation.36

The RNA-DNA hybrid in TECs is a target for control of 
translocation

Structural studies of Thermus thermophilus TECs suggested 
that the hybrid length increases to 10-bp immediately after 
bond formation and is followed by restoration of the original 
9-bp hybrid after translocation.49,54 In this view, the 10-bp and 
9-bp hybrids are the signatures of the pre- and post-translocated 
state of TEC, respectively. This assumption is consistent with 
the reported biochemical properties of T. thermophilus TECs 
assembled on a synthetic RNA/DNA scaffold containing 8–11-
bp hybrids.73 TECs made with a 10-bp hybrid exhibited a high 
rate of pyrophosphorolysis relative to those made with a 9-bp 
hybrid,73 indicating that removal of 1 base pair at the -10 position 
of the hybrid causes forward translocation. Transcription factors 
and cis-acting elements in the DNA and nascent RNA may also 
promote or inhibit translocation by targeting the upstream end 
of the hybrid (Fig. 3). For instance, Nun protein of bacteriophage 
H022, which causes pre-translocation arrest in vivo and in vitro, 
likely inhibits translocation by stabilizing the -10 base pair posi-
tion of the hybrid (Vitiello et al., submitted).68 In contrast, N 
protein of bacteriophage λ, which binds to the RNAP catalytic 
cleft near the RNA exit channel,74,75 may inhibit base pairing at 
the -10 position of the hybrid favoring forward translocation. 
NusG protein from E. coli interacts with the DNA duplex at the 
upstream end of the transcription bubble.76 A similar interaction 
has been proposed by Murakami and colleagues for the yeast 

Spt5 protein based on their structural analysis of Spt4/5 dimer 
bound to the clamp domain of archaeal RNAP.77 This upstream 
interaction may aid translocation by promoting re-annealing of 
DNA strands immediately upstream from the 9-bp hybrid posi-
tion. NusG and Spt5 have been shown, as is the case for N pro-
tein,78 to stimulate RNAP elongation in vitro.24,76 The cis-acting 
hairpin formed in the RNA upstream from the -9 position of 
the RNA-DNA hybrid likely sequesters the -10 nt residue into 
the stem removing it from the hybrid (Fig. 3) during transcrip-
tion termination.1 Interestingly, structural data also indicate that, 
in the post-translocated TEC, the -10 RNA base is sequestered 
in a protein pocket made by the Switch-3 domain of the bacte-
rial β subunit (Fig. 3),49 and mutations in this domain exhibit 
severe translocation defects in vitro.79 Proteins such as N, Nun 
and NusG, bound close to the hybrid end, may alter the Switch 
3 domain to decrease or increase sequestration of the -10 residue 
of RNA. It is not clear how the B. subtilis NusG and H022 Nun 
proteins have evolved to recognize the pre-translocated state of 
RNAP, as opposed to their homologs in E. coli, NusG and λ 
N, which target the post-translocated state.68,80 However, there 
are several lines of evidence that indicate that NusG can switch 
between transcription stimulation and inhibition modes depend-
ing on sequence context and/or bacterial species.69,70,81 Nun can 
also switch to N-like anti-termination activity in vivo82 and in 
vitro, as it has been shown by engineering of “hybrid” proteins 
between N and Nun in domain swapping experiment.83

Physiological significances of pausing in bacteria and in 
eukaryotes

The physiological role of transcriptional regulation via RNAP 
II pausing has been extensively investigated in eukaryotic cells. 
Promoter-proximal pausing of RNAP II controls expression of 
heat shock genes and proto oncogenes in Drosophila and mam-
malian cells, respectively.2 ChIP-chip analysis indicated that 
these pauses are also detected at a large number of untran-
scribed genes in Drosophila and mammalian cells under vari-
able experimental conditions.12,84-86 There are factors that induce 
promoter-proximal pausing of RNAP II, namely, DSIF (DRB 
sensitivity-inducing factor) and NELF (negative elongation fac-
tor).2,13,87 The involvement of these factors in the control of paus-
ing implies that transcription pausing induced by translocation 
blocks followed by backtracking of RNAP may not be sufficient 
to explain all promoter-proximal pausing in vivo, although it 
has been proposed that pausing in Drosophila does involve back-
tracking of RNAP II.88 Below, we summarize recent findings on 
promoter-proximal pausing and discuss the pausing mechanism 
in the context of heterogeneous tracking of RNAP over specific 
sequences that can modulate the tracking.

A prominent role of promoter-proximal pausing was initially 
proposed to explain the rapid transcription response to environ-
mental stimuli, such as heat-shock or cell differentiation, where 
the transcription initiation step is bypassed.84 However, recent 
studies indicate more divergent regulatory roles of promoter-prox-
imal pausing: in Drosophila, pausing is employed to maintain a 
basal level of expression of genes coding for membrane receptors, 
transcriptional regulators involved in immune response, and fac-
tors affecting signal transduction pathways.89 Promoter-proximal 
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pausing is a key step in the concerted activation of genes involved 
in embryogenesis,90 and for shutting off the heat shock genes by 
NELF-mediated pathway during recovery from heat shock.91 
Promoter-proximal paused RNAP II may additionally contribute 
to gene repression by blocking promoter access by other RNAP 
II molecules.88

The recent development of high-throughput sequencing tech-
nology92 has allowed short RNA species retaining a 7-methyl-
guanosine cap at their 5′ ends to be deep-sequenced.13 A large 
fraction of the 3′ ends of these short RNA species was mapped to 
Drosophila genomic positions that coincided with sites susceptible 
to permanganate, revealing that RNAP II often paused at posi-
tions located between +25 and +60 bps relative to transcriptional 
start sites throughout the genome.13 This result was consistent 
with the permanganate-ChIP-seq data, which indicated that pro-
moter-proximal pausing occurs between +20 and +60 bps from 
transcriptional start sites at thousands of Drosophila promoters.93 
The positions of the sequenced 3′ ends were shifted downstream 
in cells defective for TFIIS, indicating that the paused RNAP II 
may be backtracked.13 Interestingly, the estimated DNA melting 
temperature of the regions surrounding the 3′ end of these short 
RNA species was higher than those of most transcribed regions 
of the genome.13 The authors claimed that RNAP II pauses tran-
siently within the downstream regions, where the RNA-DNA 
hybrid is less stable, and backtracks upstream from these regions 
to generate a more stable hybrid;13 however, the mechanical link 
to a translocation block of these sequences remains unclear.

In E. coli, promoter-proximal pausing has also been reported 
for rplN and ompX genes, as well as for the genes for λ and 82 
phages.94,95 Gre factors are required for escape from these pause 
sites. A permanganate footprint analysis in E. coli revealed that 
RNAP associated with σ70 frequently pauses at promoter-prox-
imal regions carrying a -10 like sequence.96,97 This pausing was 
detected at 10-20% of the E .coli promoters, and it was enhanced 
by deletion of the greA gene.95 This suggested that promoter-
proximal pausing caused by RNAP backtracking in E. coli is 
a general phenomenon. ChIP-chip analysis also indicated that 
RNAPs undergo pausing near the transcription start sites in more 
than 20% of transcribed genes in E. coli.98 A fraction of paused 
RNAPs detected by ChIP-chip analysis likely includes “moribund 
complexes” that retain σ70 and short abortive transcripts.99,100 

Formations of the moribund complexes have been shown to 
depend on promoter sequence.101,102 The abortive type of RNA 
synthesis by the moribund complex is much slower than RNA 
synthesis by a productive elongation complex.99 The release of 
abortive RNA transcripts may require backtracking.29 Because 
the RNA retained in the moribund complex is shorter than 20-nt 
and has a 5′ triphosphate,103 deep sequencing of nascent tran-
scripts that are cleaved into short fragments and have either 5′ 
triphosphate or 5′ monophosphate ends could allow discrimi-
nation of the moribund complexes from any paused elongation 
complexes.

ChIP-chip analysis revealed that promoter-proximal pausing 
in S. cerevisiae and B. subtilis is not as robust as in Drosophila and 
E. coli.104,105 In yeast, these pauses are typically sensitive to tran-
script cleavage factor TFIIS: RNAP II pause sites identified by 
deep sequencing of nascent 3′ transcripts are shifted several bps 
downstream from their original location in cells lacking the dst1 
gene coding for TFIIS.10 This result indicates that pausing in yeast 
involves backtracking of RNAP II followed by TFIIS-stimulated 
cleavage of the 3′ proximal transcript, which is required to 
resume elongation. ChIP-chip analysis also detected increase in 
promoter-proximal pausing caused by deletion of the greA gene 
in B. subtilis.105 These observations argue that promoter-proxi-
mal pausing due to RNAP backtracking appears to be a com-
mon theme in prokaryotes and eukaryotes and that the activity 
of TFIIS or Gre factors that rescue backtracked RNAP plays a 
key role in gene regulation at transcription pause sites. Future 
characterization of the variable cis-acting DNA signals and trans-
acting protein factors that regulate elongation by RNAP in vivo 
will help to establish a firm link between transcription pausing 
and heterogeneous tracking of polymerase.
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